Abstract -The multidimensional data association methods were developed to establish the relation between measurements and tracks especially in dense target situations.
Introduction
The data association describes the correlation between tracks representing targets and plots found by a single sensor or a sensor suite. Therefore, one has to distinguish between several hypotheses about the origin of a new sensor measurement: It may be unreal and has to be ignored (false alarm). Otherwise, it is assumed to be real and then one has to discriminate between measurements related to tracks supported by previous measurements (update) and those, which are not (new track). Finally, an existing track may be not reported due to a miss (no detection). I.e., the standard algorithms distinguish Up to now, there is a wide spectrum of algorithms addressed to this problem.
The Joint Probabilistic Data Association method attempts to find an association between plots and targets in a probabilistic fashion. This is to be distinguished from hard decision methods. The easiest of them is the nearest neighbour approach, which establishes a relation between a plot and the track having the shortest distance. Multidimensional data association collects plots into so called scans, which may be identified with a full turn of a mechanically scanning radar. The collection of plots into several scans implies constraints for the data association problem:
* Each plot of a scan is associated with at most one track and * Each track is associated with at most one plot.
Multidimensional data association attempts to maximize the association probability subject to above constraints. Therefore, the data association problem is translated into a linear integer optimisation problem with constraints. Considering the association between the existing tracks and the measurements of N-1 further scans define an N dimensional data association problem.
The algorithmic realisation of a two dimensional data association can be solved by the Auction [1, 2] , the Jonker-Volgenant-Castanon [3] , or the more classical Munkres algorithm [4] . Unfortunately, the higher dimensional association problems (N>2) are NP hard problems.
One method to overcome the complexity problems uses Lagrange Relaxation to remove the above constraints [5, 6] . The optimisation problem is reduced to a convex optimisation problem in the Lagrange multipliers. This is handled by non differentiable optimisation theory e.g. recently found bundle trust methods [7, 8, 9] , which offer a very stable iteration scheme. The result found is an integer and feasible one with respect to the above constraints, but the price is that this method is suboptimal. However, the lack of all above methods is the ignorance of the limited sensor resolution, which causes unresolved measurements. The common occurrence of those phenomena within any real radar environment has the potential to decrease the performance of above algorithms in both track continuity and track accuracy dramatically. So, the impact of unresolved measurements for tracking applications were studied by several authors. In [13] the JPDA approach is enriched by the unresolved measurement and a probability model for merged plots is derived. In [14] W. Koch and G. van [15] improve the behaviour by modifying the constraints of the data association method to allow also one-to-n association between the tracks and the measurements which fall into one scan, but did not take into account group tracking aspects.
There are two opposite approaches of group tracking in the literature [16] according to different system requirements: For some applications the target group itself is the entity, which is of interest. There is no need to deal with each single target as a separate entity. Advanced methods, which address this problem, may be found in [17] , [18] , [19] . The aim of this paper is the opposite one: An individual target tracking supplemented by group information. The integration of these group tracking aspects into the multidimensional data association context increase the individual tracking continuity and accuracy, and resolution capability significantly.
Resolution Models
The resolution of a radar system means the distance in any dimension between two targets so that they are reported as independent plots. It can be defined for all four radar components, whenever available: radar, azimuth, elevation and Doppler. Therefore, one has to find a heuristic model, which allows an overall approximation of such effects [16] , [20] .
Linear Model
The most simple class of models are the linear ones [16] . Let 
Resolution-Cell Model
Another model developed in [13, 21] (7) with a measurement noise rkj defined as Gaussian distributed with covariance Ri.
Resolved measurement
In Kalman filtering one predicts the new state and covariance for target t: (9) These are projected into the measurement space: (20) and similar for target t2 . Here a combination (t1,tl )e T2 stands for a single track t1, which is reported by a single resolved plot. A pair (tl, t2 ) with 0 X tl I t2°deternines track t1, which is assumed in a 2-cluster with track t2, and both are detected through an unresolved plot in the current scan.
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(25) (26) (27) The symbol (0,0) determines the false alarm hypothesis for a given plot. Finally, (t1 ,o) and (0, t1) with t1, t2 .0 determines a track t1, which falls into a 2-cluster with a false plot. This hypothesis will be ignored here. Finally, some hypotheses are not considered, therefore their indicator is set to 0. X%O = XtZ 0i = XotA = 0; tl,t2 =l,...,m; il =0,...,n3
The weight clt,2i, = -ln(L4112i, ) contributes to the cost of an overall association between clusters and plots. A regular update of a single track with a resolved plot resp. missed detection adds the following weight to the tracks score:
Ltlt,il= [ tl, t2 E II--Ml, }il E= nl,,n t, # t2
(36)
Modification of 3 dimensional data association
One is also able to modify the classical threedimensional data association, i.e. to consider two scans instead of one. Therefore, one uses indices of length 7 instead of 3. The first 3 numbers characterise the track history up to the first scan. This track may be continued as part of a cluster of order 2 in the second scan. Therefore, the 4th up to the 6th number determines the track-history of the partner within the first scan. A repetition of the first 3 numbers codes a single track, which doesn't belong to a 2-cluster in the second scan. Finally, the last number determines the measurement, which is associated in the second scan. To illustrate this, consider the fonnation in figure 5 . 
The corresponding weighting coefficients are easy to generalize from the two dimensional data association above.
The optimization problem
Through the above treatment, the data association problem is transformed into an integer Linear Programming. There are several mathematical approaches which address this problem.
One of them is to preliminarily ignore the integer constraint Xtlt2il E {0,1} of the indicator function and use 0< Xtt2i. <1 instead. Therefore, one is able to apply Linear Programming techniques. Especially the ) homogeneous self dual interior point method can be used to handle this problem, as proposed by [10] . figure 7 considers the case of a single sensor, figure 8 is a multisensor scenario ("x"=sensor 1, "+"=sensor 2). In this scenario radars with different resolution and accuracy behaviour are taken into account. One realises that for conventional tracking implementations, the worse sensor degrades the result of a plot level fusion. The proposed approached in this paper has the potential to solve this problem and ensures optimal continuous tracking and optimal resolution capabilities even for multi sensor tracking applications. Figure 6 demonstrates two targets coming from outbound. This scenario is distinguished by the early track initialisation specifically in the region, where the sensor is not able to resolve the target situation continuously. 
